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We might have the menu of Plas Yn Dinas from Powys in the photos. A meal plan can be found further down.
Are you currently at Plas Yn Dinas or planning a visit? Help us by uploading the meal plan here. What Peter F

likes about Plas Yn Dinas:
Me and my wife visited for Sunday lunch with our dog maisy. We both ordered the roast beef followed by sharing
a stickee toffee pudding. Food and Service was excellent. Will definitely recommend. Really nice atmosphere in
the pub. read more. You can use the WLAN of the restaurant free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can

also sit outside and be served. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with
wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Nicky198006 doesn't like about Plas Yn Dinas:

The food was hit and miss. Some things were dry and over cooked.My friend had the Tagliatelle which was so
oily! Disappointing experience. We will not be returning as it’s not the first time the food has been disappointing.
Me and my husband were not happy with our pizza night take away either. Especially when you travel 20 mins to
get it! It is a shame as it use to be a good pub with good food! However the bar lady... read more. If you want to a

beer after work and hang out with friends, Plas Yn Dinas from Powys is a good bar, Particularly fans of the
English cuisine are excited about the extensive diversity of traditional dishes and love the typical English cuisine.
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Süß� Dessert�
BROWNIE

Sweet� & Dessert�
CHOCOLATE BROWNIE

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

MEDITERRANEAN

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

MUSHROOMS

CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

MEAT

CHOCOLATE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

ROAST BEEF

BURGER

STEAK

ICE CREAM

DESSERTS
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